Mapping Current Organizational Structure and Improvement Points of Breast Cancer Multidisciplinary Team Meetings – An Interview Study
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Purpose: The aim of the study was to map current organization, and document potential improvement points of breast cancer multidisciplinary team meetings (MDTMs), in order to support the optimization of the present breast cancer MDTM organization.

Methods: From January 2019 to February 2021, 24 core team members of the breast cancer multidisciplinary team (MDT) in three hospitals were interviewed. Semi-structured interviews were performed based on an interview guide. All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Deductive coding was performed on the transcripts by two independent researchers. The codes were organized in categories and themes.

Results: In total 24 healthcare professionals; surgeons, medical oncologists, radiotherapists, pathologists, radiologists, and specialized nurses, from three different hospitals were interviewed. According to the participants, improving efficiency before and during MDTMs is possible by ensuring proper preparation of attendees, implementing more structure during discussions, improving access to and availability of patient data and optimizing general meeting discipline.

Conclusion: Preparation, structure, data availability and meeting discipline were highlighted as essential factors for efficient breast cancer MDTM improvement. These topics seem to be applicable to other types of oncology MDTMs as well. Improving MDTM efficiency on the long term ensures high-quality discussions for all breast cancer patients.
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Simple Summary
Breast cancer multidisciplinary team meetings (MDTMs) are considered an essential part of the treatment pathway, despite being considered time-consuming and expensive. Future increasing breast cancer incidence could potentially disrupt current organizational structure and performance of breast cancer MDTMs, highlighting the importance of well-organized cancer MDTMs. The aim of this study was to identify potential improvement points to support the optimization of the current breast cancer MDTM organization by performing interviews. Participants stated that efficiency could be improved by ensuring proper preparation of attendees, structured discussions, improved availability of information and optimizing general meeting discipline. The identified topics also seem to be applicable to other types of oncology.

Introduction
Breast cancer is a highly complex disease. Many different types of breast cancer all require their own combined modality treatment. This makes breast cancer multidisciplinary team meetings (MDTMs) an essential part of the treatment...
pathway. MDTMs are performed to ensure proper evidence-based management of cancer patients. During MDTMs clinicians from different disciplines involved in the treatment of breast cancer get together to review patient cases, determine diagnosis and recommend management plans. In addition, important functions of MDTMs in (breast) cancer care include communication between disciplines and educational purposes.

The combination of high disease complexity and high patient load implies that hospitals require efficient and well-organized breast cancer MDTMs. Albeit the performance of MDTMs is recommended in (inter)national guidelines, each hospital is free to organize cancer MDTMs independently, resulting in differences in MDTM organization tailored to the local situation. Despite their value in patient care and education, MDTMs are considered time consuming and expensive, since preparation time and attendance are required from all involved specialists. This highlights the importance of well-organized cancer MDTMs.

Breast cancer incidence has been increasing continuously over the past decades. This increase can potentially disrupt the current structure and organization of breast cancer MDTMs. In order to sustain breast cancer MDTMs, the current situation needs to be mapped and potential improvements should be determined.

The aim of this qualitative interview study is to obtain a broad overview of the current organization of breast cancer MDTMs, to understand this from a specialist point of view and to identify potential points of improvement.

**Methods**

**Design**

In this study, a qualitative study design with semi-structured interviews was used. Participants of this study consisted of breast cancer specialists who are actively involved in the breast cancer MDTMs of their hospital. This approach offers an effective way of determining the views and opinions of experienced medical specialists regarding breast cancer MDTMs. Performing semi-structured interviews provides the possibility to explore relevant topics in a flexible manner, and in more detail when necessary.

**Participants**

For the semi-structured interviews specific participants were selected. In order to have a suitable and diverse group of participants, it was decided to approach breast cancer specialists who are actively participating as attendees in breast cancer MDTMs in their hospital. The core-team members of breast cancer MDTMs consist of i.e., surgeons, oncologists, radiologists, radiation oncologists, pathologists and nurse specialists. To ensure a representative range of hospitals providing breast cancer care services, specialists from a regional hospital, an academic hospital and a specialized cancer institute were approached.

Each interview lasted between 25 and 45 min. The interviews were carried out by a researcher trained in performing qualitative methods (LK) either face-to-face, video call or by phone call. Face-to-face interviews were performed at the office or meeting room on location for the participant and recorded on an audio-recorder telephone app. Remote interviews via video call (skype) or by phone call were recorded on an audio-recorder computer app. All participants were informed about the audio recording in the interview invitation and verbally consented to audio recording prior to the start of the interview.

**Interview Guide**

As part of the methodology of semi-structured interviews, an interview guide was developed to structure the interviews while still allowing the possibility to further explore the participants’ thoughts and opinions (Supplementary A). The specific topics of conversation were determined according to the aim of this study and the research question. We paid specific attention to interview participants about factors of MDTMs that can potentially be improved according to breast cancer specialists. The following topics were incorporated: current MDTM organization and specialists’ role in the MDTM; specialists’ MDTM preparation routine; the current MDTM process, time management, success factors and points of improvement. All interviews were conducted with the same interview guide.
Data Analysis

To analyze the collected data, the audio-recordings of each interview were transcribed verbatim and anonymously by the researcher who also conducted the interviews (LK). In order to avoid researcher bias and ensure accurate analysis, a standardized approach for interview analysis, the Framework Method, was used. Two independent researchers (LK & CS) developed a codebook as an analytical framework, after which all transcripts were analyzed and coded. Prior to the coding process, researchers agreed that disagreements would be resolved through discussion, although this did not prove to be necessary. The obtained data was then charted into the framework matrix by summarizing the data from each transcript per category, and finally visualized in the form of graphs. The programs “Express Scribe” and “Atlas.ti” were used respectively for transcription of the audio-recordings and the analysis of the transcripts.

Results

Participant Overview

Table 1 provides an overview of the specialists who participated in this qualitative study. Of the 24 breast cancer specialists, nineteen were female (79%) and five were male (21%). Breast cancer specialists were approached in a general hospital (6 specialists), an academic hospital (9 specialists) and a cancer institute (9 specialists). All participants, who were also core team members, attended the breast cancer MDTMs at their hospital at least weekly.

Current Organization of Breast Cancer MDTMs

All patients with a malignant breast cancer diagnosis are pre-registered for the breast cancer MDTM. During the MDTMs a core team is present consisting of at least a surgeon, oncologist, radiologist, pathologist, radiotherapist and nurse specialist, all specialized in breast cancer. Other disciplines involved in breast cancer treatment, such as plastic surgeons or medical geneticists, attend on a regular basis as well. Each MDTM always has a designated chairperson and note-taker. Registration for MDTM discussion can be done by any of the treating physicians and can occur on multiple points during the care pathway. MDTM discussion topics consist of diagnosis and initial treatment plan, post-operative results, systemic therapy response evaluation, metastasis or recurrence, or any other question a treating physician might have about a case.

The three included hospitals used different organizational structures for the breast cancer MDTMs (Table 2). MDTMs are held either once or multiple times per week. In case MDTMs are organized multiple times per week, the different MDTMs are designated for specific patient subgroups. For time management purposes, some MDTMs have a limited number of patients that can be registered for discussion.

In general, participants agreed on the goal of breast cancer MDTMs despite differences between the organizational structure. According to half of the participants (n=11), the main purpose of breast cancer MDTMs is to review patient cases, determine diagnosis and propose management plans tailored to each patient. Another goal was to give specialists the opportunity to ask questions, have discussions and obtain new insights in a multidisciplinary setting (n=6). Furthermore, educational purpose and facilitation of referrals to other departments were mentioned (n=2).
Everyone [MDTM attendees] has a different point of view. Sometimes somebody will ask a clarifying question. There should be time for this [during the MDTM]. This is just the sort of thing that will benefit the patient in the end. – Radiologist

The Importance of MDTM Preparation
Preparation of the MDTM was considered an essential determining factor for efficient MDTM workflow. Differences between participants were identified in preparation time (Figure 1A: Duration of preparation) and extent of preparation (Figure 1B: Preparation methods). Participants indicated that their preparation time depends on personal preference, time availability and their role during the MDTM. Overall, estimated average preparation time varied between 15 minutes to up to 4 hours per MDTM for most participants (n=16), while others either did not need to prepare or used their outpatient clinic preparation (n=6). About preparation in general the following statements were made (Figure 1C: Preparation remarks). Some participants thought that all attendees of the MDTM should be familiar with all the cases on the list, despite their role (n=10). Also, it was stated that unpreparedness of attendees can lead to longer discussions (n=5). For most MDTMs one attendee (usually a specialist or resident) is responsible for preparing a case summary and presenting each patient case registered on the list during the MDTM. Usually, these summaries are not available to other attendees prior to the MDTM but are very time consuming to make for the presenting specialist or resident (n=5).

Because of the number of patients on the list, we need to go through that list very efficiently. Good preparation really helps to achieve that. – Surgeon

Multiple benefits of preparation were identified (Figure 1D: Benefits of preparation). The preparation process serves as a learning opportunity for specialists in training (n=2) and provides a data completeness check prior to the MDTM (n=2). Furthermore, proper preparation prevents having to look up information during the discussion since this is considered as a delaying factor for discussion (n=7).

Attending the MDTMs well prepared is an essential determinant for an efficient workflow (n=10) and was therefore also most often mentioned as an improvement point (n=9) as summarized in Table 3.

Facilitators and Barriers of Time Management During the MDTM
Proper time management is necessary to ensure efficient MDTM workflow. Participants identified several factors that either had positive or negative effects on time management during MDTMs and subsequently provided potential improvement points. These factors can be divided in the following three topics: (case presentation) structure, data availability and meeting discipline (Figure 2).

Actions to ensure structured discussions were mentioned most often to support time management (Figure 2A: Structure). Concise case presentations (n=12), especially when done by treating physicians (n=4), are the most efficient
way to discuss cases. Sharing irrelevant information during these case presentations is not desirable, since it may result in longer discussions and can take away focus from the relevant question (n=7). For this reason, participants noted that having a clearly formulated question or reason for discussion is essential (n=8). Furthermore, structured discussions are also easier to follow for the notetaker (n=2) and having a maximum number of cases on the list ensures sufficient time per case discussion (n=3). Thus, working towards a more structured patient registration form which can also be used during case discussions, including a clear question for the MDT, was mentioned as a potential improvement point (n=6).

**Figure 1** Summary of participant comments regarding the preparation of breast cancer MDTMs. (A) Duration of preparation: estimated average time spent preparing the MDTM per participant. (B) Preparation methods: the method of preparation used per participant. (C) Preparation remarks: comments regarding the preparation of colleagues. (D) Benefits of preparation: factors related to preparation that were considered beneficial for MDTMs.

**Table 3** List of Points of Improvement for Breast Cancer MDTMs as Stated by the Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points of Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve preparation of all attendees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a clearly formulated MDTM question when registering a patient for the MDTM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve structure of patient information in registration form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make sure case presentations and discussions are to the point. Presentation by treating physician or by another specialist who knows the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information availability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the availability of patient information and summary prior to the MDTM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the availability of patient information and summary during the MDTM, discuss only complete cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamline the process of looking up information in the electronic medical records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meeting discipline</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure strict leadership by the person who is chairing the MDTM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid technical and/or software issues, improve loading of images, and ensure trust in the used systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better focus and motivation of all attendees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The challenge is to not present irrelevant information. Some information is important, during the consultation for example, but not necessarily to answer the question during the MDTM. – Nurse specialist (oncology)

Secondly, accessibility and availability of patient information were mentioned as a determining factor for efficiency during MDTMs (Figure 2B: Availability of information). Complete case information for each discussion is ideal (n=10), and missing data should be announced at the start of the meeting (n=2). Facilitation of easier access to patient information is important (n=2). Also having a patient summary available to all attendees would be useful according to some participants (n=4). Depending on the question or reason for discussion, the patient can either be postponed or discussed despite the lacking information. However, repeatedly discussing patients with incomplete information was considered inefficient (n=10). Participants also mentioned long loading times of imaging as a barrier to time management, disturbing an efficient workflow (n=3). Thus, availability of patient information, both prior to and during the MDTM, and its accessibility should be improved.
To have a patient summary available would be very useful [during the MDTM]. Discussions can be so fast, that it helps to quickly see the most important patient information. – Radiotherapist

The final topic influencing time management during MDTMs mentioned by participants was general meeting discipline (Figure 2C: Meeting discipline). Participants provided examples such as having a strict chairperson to lead a structured discussion (n=7), avoiding informal talk unrelated to the discussion topic (n=4), ensuring high focus and motivation (n=3) and arriving on time (n=2). The following improvements of aspects of general meeting discipline were strictly to-the-point discussions (n=5), a well-trained chairperson (n=4) and optimal focus and motivation of all attendees (n=3).

Sometimes people repeat themselves, the discussion keeps on going and no decision is made. Especially with more complicated cases. – Radiologist

All points of improvement per category as mentioned above are summarized in Table 3.

**Discussion**

**Summary of Evidence**

The value and importance of multidisciplinary teams (MDTs), after being implemented for years in cancer care, is irrefutable. Organizations such as the European Society of Breast Cancer Specialists (EUSOMA) and the European Partnership for Action Against Cancer (EPAAC) published statements with guidelines for MDT care and appeals for further MDT implementation and improvement.11–13

This study provides a synopsis of the current organization of breast cancer MDTMs and factors considered important for their efficient organization according to its key members in different hospitals. It also provides insight in the points that could potentially be improved to optimize its efficiency and value in the Netherlands. Within the current guidelines for the organization of breast cancer MDTMs, there is room for different organizational structures according to the hospitals’ needs. The results of this study also highlight the importance of certain factors such as appropriate preparation by all attendees and well-structured discussions for optimal functioning of the MDTMs. Since hospitals organize their breast cancer care independently, differences in MDTM organization are bound to occur.4 However, despite these differences in organizational structure, similar points for potential improvement of breast cancer MDTMs were suggested by all interviewed breast cancer MDT members.

**Goal of MDTMs and Current Organization**

In this study, participants were interviewed about improvements to the current format of breast cancer MDTMs, while changes to the goal and actual organization of breast cancer MDTMs were not included topics. According to the national Dutch guidelines on MDTMs, all patients with a malignancy should be discussed.4 However in the literature, one of the suggestions for changes in the MDTM organization was to streamline patients, which was defined as “discussing the cancer cases that do not follow well-established clinical pathways while discussing other cases more briefly or not at all”.14,15 However, objections to this approach were based on inequality of treatment and worries for quality and safety of care.14 Furthermore, reducing the number of discussed cases was not correlated to higher quality discussions according to a study by Lamb et al, hence leaving out patients that do conform to standardized pathways may not be the optimal solution for optimizing MDT logistics.16

**MDTM Preparation**

Having a team of well-prepared attendees was considered one of the most important determinators and improvement points for an efficient MDTM. Since proper preparation is time-consuming, full agendas or a limited role during the MDTM were reasons for attendees to minimize their preparation. Not only is this the case for breast cancer specialists, but it has also been shown for MDTMs of other cancer types.14–18 For example, improving preparation of cases seems to have a positive effect on quality of discussions and the decision-making process.16 Specialists attending MDTMs should thus have time available in their schedule outside of the MDTM, specifically dedicated to preparation. Specialists from certain disciplines do not need to prepare all cases on the MDTM list, since not all questions on the list directly require
their expertise. Therefore, the amount of time allocated to preparation should match the role of the attendee during the MDTM since the amount of needed preparation can vary.\textsuperscript{15,19}

**Structure and Meeting Discipline**

Both during preparation and during the MDTM itself, the need for more structure was expressed in order to prepare and discuss cases more efficiently. Participants suggested a clearly formulated question for each case and standardized registration forms that could be used for preparation and case presentations. Studies suggested using checklists to enhance the structure of discussions\textsuperscript{20,21} and well-structured MDTMs have been shown to support efficiency and positive outcomes.\textsuperscript{17,22} Meeting discipline was also considered to be a facilitator of efficient MDTMs and identified as an improvement point. Studies have shown that effective chairing and leadership supports interactions and communication between attendees.\textsuperscript{20,23}

**Availability of Patient Information**

Another point of concern was the availability and completeness of patient information during MDTMs. Currently, incompleteness of case files may only become evident at the time of discussion or may be flagged at the start of the MDTMs. However, time could be saved if these cases could be identified earlier so the cases that remain undiscovered will not require preparation by the participants. Indeed, multiple studies identified incomplete information to be a barrier of MDTM progress for several different cancer types.\textsuperscript{17,19,21}

**Applicability of Results to Other Types of Oncology MDTMs**

Responses from MDT members to optimize breast cancer MDTMs appear to be applicable to all settings. Our results are also in line with previous studies that analyzed MDTMs for other types of cancer. A national survey study from the UK showed high consensus of determinants for effective MDTM working for different cancer types of which the importance of preparation, education, availability of data and leadership were mentioned among others.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, multiple studies investigating the improvement of oncology MDTMs identified similar points of improvement, eg to improve preparation, structured discussions, using forms or checklists, improving meeting discipline and having a good chairperson to lead the discussions.\textsuperscript{18,25} It may thus be possible to use standardized improvement strategies for different types of oncology MDTMs. However, depending on factors, such as treatment complexity and prognosis of different cancer types, preparation times and the requirements for data completeness may vary.\textsuperscript{24}

**Strengths and Limitations**

There are some limitations to this study. First, due to the perspective-based nature of qualitative research and the small sample size, statistical analysis was not possible to perform. For some disciplines, only one specialist per hospital was interviewed. Furthermore, not all respondents were asked the same exact questions. Therefore, classification of the importance of improvement points (as shown in the figures) was obtained from a partial study population and can only be inferred from the frequency with which they were mentioned by the interviewed MDT members.

Our study also has several strengths. Qualitative research methods like semi-structured interviews are an excellent method to examine the existing issues in depth and detail. Since the method is adaptable, we were able to gradually obtain more insight in the topic, generating new information from each interview until data saturation. Secondly, by including core members of the breast cancer MDTMs according to the Dutch and European guidelines,\textsuperscript{4,6} we avoided selection bias of participants as much as possible. Furthermore, we have tried to include potential differences in point of views by interviewing participants with different specialties, and from hospitals with different MDTM organization and patient populations. Finally, using a semi-structured interview style facilitated more room for variation and resulted in the possibility to discuss several different perspectives with participants.

Further work is required in order to understand which issues are universal for MDTMs of all cancer types, and what aspects of the MDTM require a more tailored disease-specific approach. Additionally, MDTMs may need to be adapted to facilitate the increasing number of patients and information availability within electronic medical records, while trying not to increase the workload for healthcare specialists. Finally, obtaining more knowledge from an organizational and financial point of view would also aid in estimating the feasibility of further improvement of MDTMs.
Conclusion
In conclusion, breast cancer MDTMs are in general well-organized and executed, while there is still room for improvement according to key members of breast cancer MDTMs. Preparation, structure, data availability and meeting discipline were highlighted as essential factors for efficient breast cancer MDTMs that could be improved. Based on the literature, these topics are not only relevant to breast cancer MDTMs but also to other types of oncology MDTMs. To guarantee high-quality healthcare on the long term it is essential to continue improving the current way of working during MDTMs, increasing the quality of MDTMs and anticipating on expected future changes in the medical field and patient populations.
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